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Abstract

Motivated by recent experiments, the laser-induced alignment-and-orientation

(A&O) dynamics of the prolate symmetric top CH3X (X = F, Cl, Br, I) molecules is

investigated, with particular emphasis on the effect of halogen substitution on the

rotational constants, dipole moments, and polarizabilities of these species, as these

quantities determine the A&O dynamics. Insight into possible control schemes for

preferred A&O dynamics of halogenated molecules and best practices for A&O simu-

lations are provided, as well. It is shown that for accurate A&O -dynamics simulations

it is necessary to employ large basis sets and high levels of electron correlation when

computing the rotational constants, dipole moments, and polarizabilities. The

benchmark-quality values of these molecular parameters, corresponding to the equi-

librium, as well as the vibrationally averaged structures are obtained with the help of

the focal-point analysis (FPA) technique and explicit electronic-structure computa-

tions utilizing the gold-standard CCSD(T) approach, basis sets up to quintuple-zeta

quality, core-correlation contributions and, in particular, relativistic effects for CH3Br

and CH3I. It is shown that the different A&O behavior of the CH3X molecules in the

optical regime is mostly caused by the differences in their polarizability anisotropy, in

other terms, the size of the halogen atom. In contrast, the A&O dynamics of the

CH3X series induced by an intense few-cycle THz pulse is mostly governed by

changes in the rotational constants, due to the similar dipole moments of the CH3X

molecules. The A&O dynamics is most sensitive to the B rotational constant: even

the difference between its equilibrium and vibrationally-averaged values results in

noticeably different A&O dynamics. The contribution of rotational states having dif-

ferent symmetry, weighted by nuclear-spin statistics, to the A&O dynamics is also

studied.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Laser-induced molecular rotational alignment and orientation (A&O) has

been investigated, both theoretically and experimentally, for a number of

decades. Different A&O realizations have been proposed and

demonstrated,1–4 such as adiabatic5–8 and non-adiabatic A&O,9–13 A&O

along one,11,14,15 two,6 or three dimensions,16–19 using linearly10,11,14 or

circularly15 polarized pulses, employing single14,15 or multiple

pulses,9,10,16,18 utilizing optical10,14,16 and/or terahertz (THz)10,20,21 pulses,

optical centrifuges,6 alignment in helium droplets,14,15 to name just a few

developments. In addition to the various practical applications of A&O in

molecular sciences, including, but not limited to rotational coherence spec-

troscopy (which can be used to determine accurate rotational

constants22–25), chemical reaction control, isotope and photofragment

separation, and molecule trapping, the appearance of attochemistry26–28

has stimulated renewed interest in A&O dynamics. Since molecular rota-

tions typically proceed on a picosecond to nanosecond timescale, efficient

rotational A&O allows for carrying out femtosecond or attosecond

dynamics experiments in a molecule-fixed frame, providing potentially

much richer information than experiments carried out on isotropic

samples.29–31 Furthermore, coherent molecular rotations can be exploited

to provide uniquemedia for high-harmonics generation.32–34

The photochemistry of various methyl halide molecules, that is

CH3F, CH3Cl, CH3Br, and CH3I, has drawn attention due partially to the

molecules' impact on atmospheric science. These halogen-containing

molecules have a simple structure (they are symmetric tops) and their

interaction with laser fields has often been studied via different experi-

mental and theoretical methods. For example, Hamilton et al.35 studied,

both experimentally and theoretically, nonadiabatic alignment of CH3I,

focusing on the shape and intensity of the alignment revivals, including

their dependence on the pulse duration and their behavior at long times,

where centrifugal distortion effects become important. Recent experi-

ments have been performed by Luo et al.36 to investigate the A&O

dynamics of thermally averaged and quantum-state-selected CH3I mole-

cules, employing intense femtosecond 800 nm laser fields. The same

group investigated how the laser-induced alignment affects the double

ionization and chemical bond rearrangement in CH3Cl.
37 In another

study, He et al.38 measured the effect of laser-induced alignment on the

ion yields of quantum-state-selected CH3I and CH3Br molecules, in the

10–1000 TW cm�2 intensity regime for the ionization laser. The angle-

dependent strong-field ionization of halomethanes was studied by Sán-

dor et al.,39 who employed short and intense optical laser pulses to align

the molecules and revealed that even though their electronic structure

has similar character, CH3F, CH3Cl, and CH3Br ionize via different

mechanisms.

Recently, in order to aid experimentalists carrying out such simula-

tions, a user-friendly and cross-platform software was developed, called

LIMAO,40 where the acronym stands for “laser-induced molecular align-

ment and orientation”. Although running A&O dynamics simulations with

LIMAO is not difficult, the program does require, as all A&O simulations,

molecular parameters that might not be readily available in the literature.

In such cases the most straightforward approach is to compute these

parameters using standard quantum-chemical (more precisely, electronic-

structure) techniques.41 The main motivation of this work was to identify

the quantum-chemical techniques suitable for obtaining accurate A&O

-related molecular parameters, and to study how halogen substitution

affects A&Odynamics through these parameters.We also investigate, in a

practical sense, some general features of running A&O simulations.

2 | THEORY

During this study, the laser-induced rotational dynamics was simu-

lated by directly solving the appropriate time-dependent Schrödinger

equation (TDSE), as implemented in the code LIMAO.40 In short,

LIMAO utilizes a field-free eigenstate basis to solve the TDSE

iℏ∂t jΨ tð Þ⟩¼ bH tð Þ jΨ tð Þ⟩, ð1Þ

based on the time-dependent Hamiltonian bH tð Þ of a molecule inter-

acting with an external electric field. By treating electronic excitation

perturbatively, bH tð Þ can be written42 as

bH tð Þ¼ bH0�ε tð Þbμ�1
2
ε tð Þ bαε tð Þð Þ, ð2Þ

where bH0 is the field-free rotational Hamiltonian, bμ and bα are the per-

manent molecular dipole and polarizability operators, respectively,

and ε tð Þ is the three-dimensional (3D) external electric-field vector.

Assuming a linearly polarized external field, that is, ε tð Þ¼ 0,0,ε tð Þð Þ,
and using the jΨJMn⟩ field-free eigenstates, satisfying the time-

independent Schrödinger equation

bH0 jΨJMn⟩¼ EJn jΨJMn⟩, ð3Þ

one can construct the matrix representation of Equation (2), yielding

the matrix elements

⟨ΨJMn bH tð Þ
��� ���ΨJ0M0n0 ⟩¼

EJnδJJ0δnn0δMM0 � ⟨ΨJMn ε tð Þμj jΨJ0M0n0 ⟩�1
2
⟨ΨJMn ε tð Þ αε tð Þð Þj jΨJ0M0n0 ⟩¼

EJnδJJ0δnn0δMM0�

ε tð Þ
X1
k¼�1

⟨ΨJMn D1
0k

�
μBF, 1,kð Þ

��� ���ΨJ0M0n0 ⟩�

ε2 tð Þffiffiffi
6

p
X2
k¼�2

⟨ΨJMn D2
0k

�
αBF, 2,kð Þ

��� ���ΨJ0M0n0 ⟩� 1ffiffiffi
2

p ⟨ΨJMn αBF, 0ð Þ�� ��ΨJ0M0n0 ⟩

" #
:

ð4Þ
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In Equations (3) and (4), J is the rotational angular-momentum

quantum number, quantum number M refers to the projection of

the angular momentum onto the space-fixed z axis, n represents

all the other quantum numbers, and EJn are field-free molecular

eigenenergies. In the same equations, μBF, 1,kð Þ and the αBF, 2,kð Þ and

αBF, 0ð Þ pair are the body-fixed molecular dipole and polarizability in the

spherical-basis representation,43,44 respectively, for which transforma-

tion to the space-fixed components can be carried out via the

Wigner-D matrices Di
0k .

43,44 The specific form of jΨJMn⟩ and the

matrix elements of Equation (4) depend on the type of molecule (rota-

tional top) considered; for details, see Szidarovszky et al.40 In this

work only symmetric tops are investigated; therefore, jΨJMn⟩ are the

symmetric top eigenfunctions j JKM⟩, where K is the quantum number

corresponding to the projection of the angular momentum onto the

body-fixed z axis. For a given initial wave function, jΨJMn⟩, and a spe-

cific external electric field, ε tð Þ, the TDSE is solved by numerical prop-

agation, employing the Hamiltonian matrix elements given in

Equation (4).

LIMAO allows simulations at finite rotational temperatures

under the assumption that the initial population in the different

rotational eigenstates satisfies the Boltzmann distribution. The pop-

ulation of the ith eigenstate, Pi , at thermal equilibrium is then

given by

Pi ¼ gie
� Ei

kBT

Qrot Tð Þ , ð5Þ

where Qrot Tð Þ¼P lgle
� El

kBT is the rotational partition function, kB is

Boltzmann's constant, Ei is the eigenenergy of the ith rotational state,

and gi stands for the nuclear spin statistical weight (NSSW) of the ith

rotational eigenstate.44 The occurrence of NSSWs in Equation (5) is a

direct consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle.44 In brief, rota-

tional eigenstates can only be paired with nuclear spin functions for

which the product rotational-nuclear spin wave function has proper

nuclear permutation symmetry, that is, it changes sign (remains

unchanged) to the permutation of identical fermionic (bosonic) nuclei.

NSSW plays an important role in the relative populations of different

rotational states at finite temperatures. The NSSWs of rotational

states can be determined following the procedure described in the

supplementary material of Szidarovszky et al.40

The temporal evolution of the expectation value of a physical

quantity bA, ⟨bA⟩ tð Þ, is then expressed as

⟨bA⟩ tð Þ¼ 1
Qrot Tð Þ

X
i

⟨Ψ ið Þ tð Þ��bA Ψ ið Þ tð Þ�� ⟩gie
� Ei

kB
T , ð6Þ

where Ψ ið Þ tð Þ is the time-dependent rotational wave packet when the

initial condition is set to be the ith rotational eigenstate;

Ψ ið Þ tð Þ¼
X
JMn

C JiMinið Þ
JMn tð Þ ΨJMn

�� ⟩, ð7Þ

where C JiMinið Þ
JMn tð Þ are the time-dependent expansion coefficients. Thus,

⟨Ψ ið Þ tð Þ��bA Ψ ið Þ tð Þ�� ⟩¼
X

JMn,J0M0n0
C JiMinið Þ�
JMn tð ÞC JiMinið Þ

J0M0n0 tð Þ⟨ΨJMn bA��� ���ΨJ0M0n0 ⟩, ð8Þ

with C JiMinið Þ
JMn t¼0ð Þ¼ δJJiδMMiδnni . For quantifying the alignment, bA¼

cos2 θð Þ can be used, while for the orientation it is appropriate to uti-

lize bA¼ cos θð Þ, where θ is the angle between the laboratory-fixed and

body-fixed z axes. The specific form of the ⟨ΨJMn cos θð Þj jΨJ0M0n0 ⟩ and

⟨ΨJMn cos2 θð Þ�� ��ΨJ0M0n0 ⟩ matrix elements depend on the type of mole-

cule considered; see Szidarovszky et al.40 for details. The matrix ele-

ments for cos2 θð Þ and the JKMj ⟩ symmetric-top eigenfunctions are

⟨JKM
��cos2 θð Þ J0K0M0j ⟩

¼

1
3
δJJ0δKK0δMM0 þ2

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Jþ1ð Þ 2J0 þ1ð Þ

q
�1ð ÞMþK0

�
J 2 J0

M 0 �M

 !
J 2 J0

K 0 �K0

 ! ð9Þ

and

⟨JKM
��cos θð Þ J0K0M0j ⟩

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Jþ1ð Þ 2J0 þ1ð Þ

q
�1ð ÞMþK0 J 1 J0

M 0 �M

 !
J 1 J0

K 0 �K0

 !
,

ð10Þ

where :::ð Þ denotes the Wigner 3-j symbols.43 It follows from the

properties of the Wigner 3-j symbols that ⟨JKM
��cos2 θð Þ J0K0M0j ⟩ can be

nonzero only if M¼M0 , K¼K0 , and j J� J0 j ≤2. Similarly,

⟨JKM
��cos θð Þ J0K0M0j ⟩ can be nonzero only if M¼M0, K¼K0,

and j J� J0 j ≤ 1.
Depending on the temporal profile of the exciting pulse(s), one

might achieve adiabatic or non-adiabatic, also called field-free,

A&O.1 Adiabatic A&O occurs when the external field changes much

slower than the characteristic rotational timescale of the molecule,

resulting in A&O only during the presence of the external field. On

the other hand, non-adiabatic A&O can occur when the exciting

pulse is shorter than the characteristic rotational timescale of the

molecule, leading to the formation of a rotational wave packet,

which might show, under field-free conditions, A&O after the

external field subsides. In what follows we briefly describe how

specific patterns appear in the temporal evolution of field-free

A&O dynamics of molecules.

Let us start with a qualitative description.22 Initially, in the

absence of an external field, the molecules have isotropic distribution,

the corresponding values of alignment and orientation are exactly 1/3

and 0, respectively. Then, assuming a polarized laser pulse, a rotational

wave packet is formed and the molecules are aligned or oriented par-

allel to the polarization axis. This arrangement, however, quickly dis-

appears due to the dispersion of the rotational wave packet and the

molecules show a pseudoisotropic distribution. After a certain time

rephasing occurs, causing a transient increase in the A&O, called the

“revival”. This is followed again by dispersion and the cycle

starts over.

Now, let us turn to a more formal description.22 The laser pulse

excites the molecules and creates a rotational wave packet, see

SIMKÓ ET AL. 521



Equation (7). If the external field is turned off at tend, the time-

dependent coefficients have the form

C JiMinið Þ
JMn tþ tendð Þ¼ exp � i

ℏ
EJnt

� �
C JiMinið Þ
JMn tendð Þ, ð11Þ

corresponding to the field-free time evolution after tend. Then, the

expectation value of bA after the pulse is

⟨bA⟩ tþ tendð Þ¼
X

JMn,J0M0n0
C JiMinið Þ�
JMn tendð ÞC JiMinið Þ

J0M0n0 tendð Þ

�<ΨJMn bA��� ���ΨJ0M0n0 > exp � i
ℏ
ωJ0n0 ,Jnt

� �
,

ð12Þ

where ωJ0n0 ,Jn ¼ EJ
0n0 �EJn. The time dependence of ⟨bA⟩ tþ tendð Þ is a

result of the superposition of the exponential terms with different

ωJ0n0 ,Jn frequencies. One could expect that the superposition never

results in constructive interference, but this is not the case. In the case

of the rotational wave packet of linear or symmetric tops, the ωJ0n0 ,Jn

frequencies have the form

ωJ0n0 ,Jn ¼ kJ0n0 ,JnΩ or ωJ0n0 ,Jn ¼ kJ0n0 ,JnΩþΦ, ð13Þ

where kJ0n0 ,Jn is an integer, while Ω and Φ are constants. Therefore, a

constructive interference occurs in ⟨bA⟩ tþ tendð Þ if t is an integer multi-

ple of h=Ω, where h is Planck's constant, leading to an observable

“revival”.22

Next, we describe how revivals of symmetric-top molecules are

manifested in the orientation and alignment. The matrix element of

the orientation can be nonzero only if K¼K0 and j J� J0 j ≤1 (see

Equation (10)), so only these terms contribute to the superposition.

Therefore, using the EJ,K ¼ hcBJ Jþ1ð Þþhc A�Bð ÞK2 energy formula

of prolate symmetric tops,

ωJ0K0 ,JK ¼ EJ
0K0 �EJK ¼ 2hcBJþ2hcB, if J0 ¼ Jþ1 and K0 ¼K

0, if J0 ¼ J and K0 ¼K,

�
ð14Þ

so the J0 ¼ J contributions are constant in time and the

time periodicity of the orientation revivals is Trev ¼1= 2Bcð Þ due to the

J0 ¼ Jþ1 contributions. In the case of alignment, the matrix

element can be nonzero only if K¼K0 and j J� J0 j ≤2 (see

Equation (9)). Thus,

ωJ0K0 ,JK ¼ EJ
0K0 �EJK ¼

4hcBJþ6hcB, if J0 ¼ Jþ2 and K0 ¼K

2hcBJþ2hcB, if J0 ¼ Jþ1 and K0 ¼K

0, if J0 ¼ J and K0 ¼K:

8><>: ð15Þ

In practice, the contributions from the different J0 ¼ Jþ1 cases

cancel out. Then, only the J0 ¼ Jþ2 terms contribute to the time evo-

lution of the alignment, resulting in revivals with alternating polarity

(half revival) and with Trev ¼1= 4Bcð Þ periodicity in time. Therefore,

alignment revivals are expected to occur twice as often as orientation

revivals.

3 | COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Details concerning the electronic-structure computations performed

are described in this section. Readers who would like to skip this part

should continue reading either at Section 4.2, where the relationship

of halogen substitution and the molecular parameters are explored, or

at Section 5, where the results of the laser-induced dynamics simula-

tions are described.

The molecular parameters needed to solve Equation (3) and to

construct the matrix elements of Equation (4), that is, the rotational

constants (calculated with average atomic masses), the dipole

moments, and the polarizabilities, were computed using either the

CFOUR45 or the MOLPRO46 quantum-chemistry packages. The stan-

dard wave-function-theory quantum-chemical methods41,47,48

employed include the restricted Hartree–Fock (RHF) method,49 its

extension with electron correlation using second-order perturbation

theory and the Møller–Plesset partitioning (MP2),50,51 coupled-cluster

(CC) theory52 with single and double excitations (CCSD),53 and the

gold-standard CCSD(T) method,54 whereby CCSD is augmented with

a perturbative correction for triple excitations. We also performed

computations within density-functional theory (DFT), employing the

popular B3LYP functional.55–57

The atom-centered, fixed-exponent Gaussian basis sets utilized

during the electronic-structure computations have been developed by

Dunning and co-workers.58 The basis sets chosen include diffuse (aug)

functions and occasionally the core-valence correlation is also treated.

We use the following abbreviations throughout the manuscript:

XZ = cc-pVXZ, aXZ = aug-cc-pVXZ, awcXZ = aug-cc-pwCVXZ, and

awcXZpp = [aug-cc-pwCXZ on the H and C atoms and aug-cc-

pwCXZ-pp on the halogen atom, pp = pseudopotential], where X, the

cardinal number of the bases, is either 2(D), 3(T), 4(Q), or 5. For

the analysis of the computed quantum-chemistry data, we apply the

focal-point analysis (FPA) approach.59,60 FPA utilizes the fact that

the increments of electronic energies and properties on the basis set

size and the level of electron correlation are more-or-less independent

from each other.

All directly computed molecular parameters correspond to the

equilibrium structure. This becomes an issue when comparing directly

computed (equilibrium) parameters to measured (effective) values,

which are usually expectation values in the ground vibrational state.48

Thus, besides the equilibrium values of the rotational constants (Ae

and Be) and dipole moments μeð Þ, their vibrationally averaged values

(A0, B0, and μ0) were also computed for CH3F and CH3Cl at the

frozen-core CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level, using the relative atomic

weights of 1H, 12C, 19F, and 35Cl. The accurate A0�Ae, B0�Be, and

μ0�μe differences can be used as corrections that can be added to

equilibrium parameter values computed at different levels of

electronic-structure theory. Vibrational corrections to the polarizabil-

ity were not computed, because the expected effect is much smaller

than the uncertainty in the experimental intensity values, most A&O

simulations do not require very high accuracy for the polarizability

(in contrast, laser-induced A&O dynamics is quite sensitive to the

accuracy of the rotational constants [vide infra]). Highly accurate
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polarizability values that can be computed might become important in

the future when the experimental intensity will be known more

precisely.

During the A&O dynamics simulations employing the LIMAO

software, convergence of the simulated results with respect to the

number of j JKM⟩ rotational basis functions and the cutoff value for

the Boltzmann populations considered was ensured by gradually

increasing and decreasing their values, respectively. An additional fac-

tor influencing A&O dynamics, through the populations of different

rotational states and the rotational partition function, is the nuclear

spin statistical weights (NSSW) of the different rotational levels. The

CH3X species are symmetric tops; thus, they belong to the D∞ rota-

tional symmetry group.44 The NSSWs for the irreps of the D∞ rota-

tional symmetry group can be determined as prescribed by Bunker

and Jensen44 or the supplementary material of Szidarovszky et al.40

For all the CH3X molecules considered, they are as follows:

NSSWΣþ ¼2, NSSWΣ� ¼2, NSSWE1 ¼1, NSSWE2 ¼1, and

NSSWE3 ¼2. These NSSWs reflect the relative abundance of the rota-

tional states belonging to different irreps, which has to be considered

when computing the thermal average of physical quantities, see

Equation (6). Note that the situation becomes different if different

isotopologues are studied. Even though they have very similar elec-

tronic properties, different isotopologues should be treated as differ-

ent species in terms of A&O dynamics, because the rotational

constants and the NSSWs are different.

4 | ON MOLECULAR PARAMETERS
IMPORTANT FOR A&O DYNAMICS

4.1 | Effects of electron correlation and basis set
size on molecular parameters

When the molecular parameters used in Equation (4) are not available

in the literature, their values can be computed with quantum-chemical

methods. By using different Gaussian basis sets and electron-

correlation methods in the electronic-structure computations, and by

utilizing the principles of the FPA method,59,60 the accuracy of the dif-

ferent computed molecular parameters and their impact on the

dynamics calculations can be estimated. The CH3X molecules chosen

belong to the C3v(M) molecular symmetry group44 and their equilib-

rium structures possess C3v point-group symmetry. Thus, they are

symmetric-top molecules, for which second-order tensorial properties

can be divided into a parallel and perpendicular component, both with

respect to the molecular symmetry axis. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the

equilibrium molecular parameters most relevant for A&O simulations,

computed at various levels of sophistication.

As Table 1 demonstrates, accurate determination of the molecular

structures requires geometry optimizations carried out utilizing exten-

sive basis sets as well as high-level treatment of electron correlation.

For example, the basis-set-size increments in the equilibrium rota-

tional constants moving from aug-cc-pVDZ (aDZ) to aug-cc-pVTZ

(aTZ) at the RHF level is comparable to the correlation effect

introduced by MP2. The next largest increments are from the more

complete treatment of electron correlation at the CCSD and CCSD(T)

levels, and increasing the basis set aTZ to aug-cc-pVQZ (aQZ).

Accounting for core correlation, with the aug-cc-pwCVQZ (awcQZ)

basis, seems to be necessary only to achieve very high accuracy. DFT

(B3LYP) results are also included in Table 1, showing that DFT, for this

set of molecules and with the B3LYP functional, with a large basis set

is a viable, inexpensive alternative to the sophisticated ab initio

(wave-function-theory) methods if moderate accuracy suffices. In the

case of CH3F, the A0�Ae and B0�Be vibrational corrections are

�0:07688 and �0:00813 cm�1, respectively. For CH3Cl, the A0�Ae

and B0�Be corrections are �0:06692 cm�1 and �0:00382 cm�1,

respectively. These values are larger than the δ[CCSD(T)] corrections.

Table 2 shows that, similar to that of the molecular structure, the

most accurate dipole and polarizability values are obtained if large

basis sets and theoretical methods accounting for a substantial part of

electron correlation are employed. This is due to the fact that the

anisotropic charge distribution around the halogen nuclei play a cru-

cial role in such molecules. The dipole-moment values seem to be

much more sensitive to electron correlation than to basis-set size: the

MP2 increment is more than ten(five) times larger than the increment

from aug-cc-pwCVDZ (awcDZ) to aug-cc-pwCVTZ (awcTZ) at the

RHF level for CH3F(CH3Cl). Nevertheless, going beyond the

MP2/awcTZ level seems to be necessary only if accuracy beyond two

digits is required. The polarizability values are, however, much more

sensitive to the size of the Gaussian basis. In these cases, the basis set

increment from awcDZ to awcTZ is comparable to the MP2 incre-

ment, while the increment from awcTZ to awcQZ is comparable to

the CCSD(T) increment. B3LYP with a large basis gives an accurate

dipole for CH3F; however, the dipole of CH3Cl is significantly over-

estimated. B3LYP also fails to deliver accurate polarizabilities, as

expected.48

Relativistic effects might also be significant for heavy elements,

because their inner electrons can have velocities comparable to the

speed of light. Therefore, relativistic effects for the Br- and I-

containing compounds were estimated by computing one-electron

mass-velocity–Darwin (MVD1)61–63 corrections. All-electron calcula-

tions were possible for CH3Br, showing MVD1 corrections compara-

ble to the basis set increment from awcTZ to awcQZ, affecting the

dipole and polarizability values in their second and third digits, respec-

tively. For CH3I, the basis set describes core electrons with a pseudo

potential, implicitly containing relativistic effects. Therefore, only

frozen-core calculations were carried out, and, naturally, very small

MVD1 corrections were obtained.

The μ0�μe difference computed at the frozen-core CCSD(T)/

aug-cc-pVTZ level is �0:00548 and �0:00813 a.u. for CH3F and

CH3Cl, respectively. These values are similar to the δ[CCSD(T)]

correction.

Finally, following the FPA protocol, the complete-basis-set (CBS)

limit for the RHF dipole and polarizability values, as well as the CBS of

their δ[MP2] increment was extrapolated for all the CH3X molecules.

In all occurrences, we found that the CBS correction with respect to

the awcQZ(pp) basis set is orders of magnitude smaller than the
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δ[CCSD(T)] increment; therefore, the CBS values are not reported

here, and the uncertainties of the best simulated values are estimated

from above by the δ[CCSD(T)] increment values.

4.2 | Substituent effects on chemical properties

Table 3 summarizes the equilibrium molecular properties computed as

part of this work, obtained with the most sophisticated methods,

CCSD(T) (+MVD1 for the dipole and polarizabilities of CH3Br and

CH3I), and largest basis sets (awcQZ for CH3F, CH3Cl, and CH3Br;

awcQZpp for CH3I) employed for the given molecule and property.

These values were employed in the LIMAO simulations. The

vibrationally averaged rotational constants and dipole moments of

CH3F and CH3Cl were computed by adding the computed A0�Ae,

B0�Be, and μ0�μe corrections to the equilibrium values. Table 3 also

contains values of experimental origin, from the literature,67–73 along

with some atomic properties taken also from the literature.65,74 As

shown in Table 3, there is a slight increase in the dipole moment going

from CH3F to CH3Cl. On the other hand, due to the screening effect

of the additional d orbitals, we see a decrease in the value of the

dipole when moving from CH3Cl to CH3I.
75 In the case of the bond

lengths and the polarizability values, a steady increase is observed

from CH3F to CH3I, while the Be rotational constant decreases in this

order and Ae shows only a minor variation, in agreement with the

changes in the structures of the prolate symmetric-top CH3X species.

As to the atomic properties, the electron affinity EAX of the halogen

atoms follows the trend shown by the molecular dipole,74,75 the van

der Waals radius rX and the polarizability αX , increase from F to I,

while the electronegativity and ionization energy, ENX and IEX,

respectively, decrease in the same order.

Even though this work is limited to CH3X molecules, our aim has

been to arrive at conclusions as general as possible, in order to aid

future work in designing and efficiently executing A&O -related

research. We investigated, in this regard, the connection between

molecular properties relevant in A&O processes and the chemical and

physical properties of the test molecules or the atoms within. Thus,

we calculated the correlation coefficient of Δα and the dipole moment

with the different atomic and molecular parameters (see Table 4). The

seemingly large correlation coefficients found can be misleading

because the number of data points is low (there are only four mole-

cules), so uncorrelated quantities can accidentally have large correla-

tion coefficients. In the case of four data points, if the absolute value

of the correlation coefficient (cor) is larger than 0.95, then the proba-

bility of an accidental correlation is only 5%.76 Thus, we also calcu-

lated the sample-size-adjusted correlation coefficient, cor* = sgn(cor)

corj j�0:95ð Þ=0:05 (where sgn is the sign function), to measure the

correlation above the threshold value of 0.95, and indicated the large

cor* values with boldfaced numbers in Table 4.

Based on the data of Table 4, one can see that there is a strong

linear relationship between Δα and the carbon-halogen bond length

rC�Xð Þ and the van der Waals radius rXð Þ, while there is a negative

TABLE 1 Computed equilibrium rotational constants, Ae and Be, and their method-dependent increments for the prolate symmetric-top CH3X
(X = F, Cl, Br, I) species, all given in cm�1, obtained at different levels of electronic-structure theory

CH3F CH3Cl

Methoda Basisa Ae Be Ae Be

RHF DZ 5.2602 0.8762 5.2439 0.4410

δaDZ �0.0155 �0.0077 0.0008 �0.0010

δaTZ 0.0860 0.0152 0.0896 0.0037

δaQZ 0.0073 0.0015 0.0090 0.0015

δa5Z 0.0013 0.0003 0.0030 0.0009

δ[MP2] aQZ �0.0375 �0.0237 �0.0416 0.0041

δ[CCSD] aQZ �0.0126 0.0057 �0.0102 �0.0028

δ[CCSD(T)] aQZ �0.0208 �0.0066 �0.0229 �0.0023

CCSD(T) δawcQZ �0.0070 �0.0014 0.0040 0.0007

CCSD(T) awcQZ 5.2602 0.8592 5.2725 0.4448

B3LYP a5Z 5.2428 0.8516 5.2644 0.4394

CH3Br CH3I

Methoda Basisa Ae Be Ae Be

CCSD(T) awcQZ 5.2497 0.3210

awcQZpp 5.2371 0.2531

a“Method” gives the electronic-structure technique used for the computation of the rotational constants. Increments are represented by the symbol δ.

When in front of a method given in brackets, δ refers to the increment, obtained with the basis set specified under “basis,” with respect to the method

preceding the indicated method in the following sequence: RHF ! MP2 ! CCSD ! CCSD(T). When δ is in front of a basis set, the numerical values show

the increment with respect to the basis set in the preceding line of the table. For the meaning of the basis-set abbreviations, see the text.
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correlation with the electronegativity and the ionization energy. Polar-

izability is usually assumed to be nearly proportional to the molecular

volume; therefore, the linear dependency of Δα, the polarizability

anizotropy, on the radius of the halogen atom is somewhat surprising,

especially in the light of the rigorous relation between the volume and

the static polarizability of quantum systems revealed.77 The linear

dependency is probably caused by the very small sample size, and one

should not draw serious conclusions from this. Nonetheless, we find

that the larger the molecular volume, the larger the polarizability. For

a set of molecules with similar, non-spherical structure, this translates

to larger volumes leading to larger polarizability anisotropies. The

dipole moment shows significant correlation with the electron affinity

of the halogen. It is important to note that among the quantities

investigated here, the dipole moment and the electron affinity are the

only non-monotonous functions of the atomic number of the halogen.

Note that the dipole moment varies much less than the other chemical

properties, probably because the partial charge, depending on the

electronegativity difference between the carbon and the halogen

atoms, decreases with the size of the halogen, but rC�X increases,

increasing the separation of the partial charges, and these opposite

effects tend to cancel each other in the dipole moment.

5 | SINGLE-OPTICAL-PULSE ALIGNMENT

In this section, we are investigating the single-optical-pulse alignment

dynamics of the CH3X species, for medium- to high-intensity (1–

30 TW cm�2) femtosecond pulses, which can be generated by table-

top Ti:sapphire setups78 or those available at dedicated institutes.28

We are studying the effect of molecular parameters, such as rotational

constants, polarizability, and the contribution from different irreps of

the rotation group to the alignment, as well as the sensitivity of the

alignment to the accuracy of these parameters. For the sake of com-

pleteness, we also investigate the effects of experimental conditions,

that is, the temperature and pulse parameters.

5.1 | The role of different molecular parameters

First, let us investigate the effect of the change of substituent on the

alignment dynamics in the case of optical pulses (λ = 800 nm is cho-

sen). If the temperature and the laser parameters are kept fixed, the

rotational constants and the polarizability anisotropy Δαð Þ determine

the alignment dynamics. The rotational constants determine the time

TABLE 2 Computed equilibrium
molecular dipole μeð Þ and static
polarizability (αk and α ⊥ ) values and their
increments for the CH3X species, all in
atomic units

CH3F CH3Cl

Methoda Basisa μe αk α ⊥ μe αk α ⊥

RHF awcDZ 0.8107 16.4172 15.1131 0.8421 34.3168 24.1080

δawcTZ �0.0051 0.1448 0.2742 �0.0126 0.5703 0.8419

δawcQZ �0.0017 0.0113 0.0602 �0.0020 0.0970 0.2324

δawc5Z �0.0001 �0.0082 0.0053 0.0000 0.0111 �0.0048

δ[MP2] awcQZ �0.0628 1.2168 0.8114 �0.0659 0.7762 0.8749

δ[CCSD(T)] awcQZ �0.0044 �0.1128 �0.1028 �0.0070 �0.2378 �0.1372

CCSD(T) awcQZ 0.7367 17.6773 16.1560 0.7546 35.5225 25.9200

B3LYP a5Z 0.7330 18.360 16.853 0.7701 37.036 26.899

CH3Br CH3I

Methoda Basisa μe αk α ⊥ μe αk α ⊥

CCSD(T) awcTZ 0.7266 44.4575 31.8600

δawcQZ 0.0144 �0.0450 �0.0150

CCSD(T) awcQZpp 0.6592 58.9875 43.1250

δ[CCSD(T)

+ MVD1]

awcTZ �0.0174 0.0400 0.0100

awcQZ �0.0193 0.0775 0.0600

awcQZpp 0.0003 0.0175 0.0075

CCSD(T)

+ MVD1

awcQZ 0.7218 44.4900 31.9050

awcQZpp 0.6595 59.0050 43.1325

a“Method” gives the electronic-structure technique used during the computation. Increments are

represented by the δ symbol. When in front of a method given in brackets, δ refers to the increment,

obtained with the basis set specified under “basis,” with respect to the method preceding the indicated

method in the following sequence: RHF ! MP2 ! CCSD(T) and CCSD(T) ! CCSD(T) + MVD1. When

the δ symbol is in front of a basis set, the numerical values show the increment with respect to the basis

set in the preceding line of the table. For the meaning of the basis-set abbreviations, see the text.
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of the rotational revivals and the maximal alignment: heavier mole-

cules, with smaller Be rotational constants, have longer rotational

periods and smaller maximal alignment than the lighter molecules. This

is due to more initial rotational states being populated at the given

temperature (vide infra). Increasing the polarizability anisotropy

increases the maximal alignment due to the higher degree of excita-

tion, as shown below. For the CH3X series, the Be rotational constants

are decreasing with the size of the halogen, while the polarizability

anisotropy is increasing: ΔαCH3F <ΔαCH3Cl <ΔαCH3Br <ΔαCH3I, with the

largest difference found between X = F and Cl. Thus, it is expected

that increasing the size of the halogen increases the time between the

revivals, while the effect on the maximal alignment is determined by

the sum of the decrease in alignment due to the smaller rotational

constants and the increase in alignment due to the larger Δα.

For optical pulses, the dipole moment has no effect on A&O

dynamics, because the field-dipole interaction averages out to zero

during the fast oscillation of the field.42 This is also a reason why non-

zero orientation cannot be achieved using a single one-color optical

pulse. This was tested by comparing converged simulations explicitly

including the dipole interaction with simulations utilizing the cycle-

averaging approximation,40,42 when the dipole interaction is neglected

and only the envelope of the pulse is considered. The two cases show

identical alignment curves and no orientation.

Figure 1 shows the results computed for T = 5 K for two different

pulse intensities, 5 TW cm�2 (lower panel) and 30 TW cm�2 (upper

panel), with a λ = 800 nm Gaussian pulse with the peak position at

t = 1 ps and having a full width half maximum (FWHM) of 100 fs. The

alignment curves of the four molecules are clearly different, but simi-

larities can also be identified. For the pulse with the larger intensity,

the curve of CH3F stands out with its lower base level and a reduced

maximal alignment, while for the other three molecules the maximal

alignments are quite similar, only the revival periods are different. We

can achieve only a much smaller alignment with the lower intensity

pulse, and the revival peaks of CH3F become smaller relative to the

other three molecules. The half-revival time periods, Trev ¼1= 4cBeð Þ,
are 9.71, 18.75, 25.98, and 32.95 for CH3F, CH3Cl, CH3Br, and CH3I,

respectively. Based on the periodicity and the alternating polarity of

the revivals, these are all J-type revivals,22 where the molecule rotates

around the b and c molecular axes. When compared to experimental

laser-induced alignment curves, our simulations exhibit agreement in

terms of revival times and the shape of the revival curves; for exam-

ples, see figure 1 of Luo et al.37 for CH3Cl, figure 3 of He et al.38 for

TABLE 3 Recommended molecular
parameters important for A&O
processes: Rotational constants (Ae, Be,
A0, and B0), dipole moments (μe and μ0),
and polarizabilities (αk, α ⊥ , and
anizotropy, Δα) along with values of
experimental origin, when available,
given in parentheses below the results
obtained within this study (CCSD(T)
(+MVD1)/aug-cc-pwCVQZ(-pp) level,
see text for details). Additional atomic
and molecular properties shown are the
carbon-halogen bond length, rC�X

(computed in this work), the van der
Waals radius of the halogen atom, rX,

64

the electronegativity, ENX,
65 the first

ionization energy, IEX,
65 the electron

affinity, EAX,
65 and the atomic

polarizability of the halogen atom, αX
66

CH3F CH3Cl CH3Br CH3I

A e/cm
�1 5.2602 5.2725 5.2497 5.2371

(5.26500)a (5.26780)b (5.24631)c (5.228)d

Be/cm
�1 0.8592 0.4448 0.3210 0.2531

(0.85984)a (0.447382)b (0.32192)c (0.25235)d

A0/cm
�1 5.1833 5.2056

(5.18200)e (5.20530)b

B0/cm
�1 0.8511 0.4410

(0.85179)e (0.44340)b

μe/D 1.8724 1.9179 1.8344 1.6762

μ0/D 1.8585 1.8972

(1.85 ± 1%)f (1.87 ± 1%)f (1.81 ± 1%)f (1.62 ± 2%)f

α ⊥ /Å
3 2.394 3.841 4.728 6.392

αk/Å
3 2.620 5.264 6.593 8.744

Δα/Å3 0.225 1.423 1.865 2.352

rC�X/Å 1.383 1.778 1.934 2.129

rX/Å 1.47 1.75 1.83 1.98

ENX 3.98 3.16 2.96 2.66

IEX/eV 17.423 12.968 11.814 10.451

EAX/eV 3.401 3.613 3.364 3.059

αX/Å
3 0.554(12) 2.163(15) 3.11(15) 4.88(19)

aSources of the experimental rotational constants: Demaison et al.67.
bJensen et al.68.
cGraner69.
dMatsuura and Overend70.
ePapousek et al.71

fSource of the dipole moment corresponding to the ground vibrational state: Nelson et al.72 The

experimental uncertainties reported include the variation due to the different vibrational states and

different measurement techniques; therefore, they should cover the equilibrium values, as well.
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CH3Br, and figure 2 of Hamilton et al.,35 figure 4 of Luo et al.36 and

figure 4 of He et al.38 for CH3I. Note that the exact measure of align-

ment and the experimental parameters are different from those in our

simulations; therefore, the measured and computed alignment curves

cannot be expected to agree perfectly.

5.1.1 | The role of polarizability anisotropy

Next, let us investigate the relative effects of the rotational con-

stant and the polarizability. To pinpoint the role of the polarizability

anisotropy on laser-induced rotational alignment, simulations were

performed for all molecules, whereby the rotational constants were

fixed to the value corresponding to CH3F. The computed alignment

dynamics, shown in Figure 2, confirm that the periodicity of the

revivals is determined by the rotational constants, while the maxi-

mal alignment is governed by the polarizability anisotropy. In the

lower panel of Figure 2, corresponding to the low-intensity-pulse

scenario, the CH3F curve stands out with its very small oscillation

amplitude, but the peak heights for the different molecules reflect

the relative values of their polarizability anisotropy. In the case of

the high-intensity pulse (upper panel of Figure 2), CH3F stands out

even more with a considerably lower baseline and reduced rota-

tional excitation, similar to Figure 1. The other three molecules

show very similar curves in the high-intensity scenario, indicating

TABLE 4 Correlation of the polarizability anisotropy, Δα, and the
dipole moment, μe, with various atomic and molecular parameters,
denoted by ξ, for the four CH3X molecules (X = F, Cl, Br, and I). The
correlation is denoted by cor(Δα, ξ) and cor(μe, ξ). The correlation of X
and Y quantities is calculated as cor X,Yð Þ¼ ⟨X� ⟨X⟩⟩⟨Y� ⟨Y⟩⟩= σXσYð Þ,
where ⟨⟩ denotes the expectation value, and σX , σY denote the
standard deviation of X and Y, respectively. The sample-size-adjusted
correlation coefficient, cor� ¼ sgnðcorÞ corj j�0:95ð Þ=0:05 (where sgn
is the sign function) is computed for the statistically significant
correlations, meaning corj j> 0:95 (see text for details)

ξ cor (Δα, ξ) cor* (Δα, ξ) cor (μe, ξ) cor* (μe, ξ)

μe �0.666 1.000 1.000

α ⊥ 0.965 0.302 �0.835

αk 0.985 0.705 �0.782

Δα 1.000 1.000 �0.666

rC�X 0.999 0.981 �0.697

rX 1.000 0.992 �0.682

ENX �0.998 �0.955 0.625

IEX �0.997 �0.931 0.604

EAX �0.525 0.977 0.538

αX 0.968 0.368 �0.828

Note: Large cor* values are boldfaced, indicating strong linear relationship.

Abbreviations: EAX , electron affinity; ENX , electronegativity; IEX ,

ionization energy; rX, van der Waals radius.

F IGURE 1 Comparison of the laser-induced rotational alignment of the CH3X molecules for a medium- and a high-intensity optical pulse. The
pulse parameters chosen are as follows: T/K = 5, λ/nm = 800, I=TW cm�2 ¼30 (upper panel) and 5 (lower panel), FWHM/fs = 100, and the pulse
position is 1 ps
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that the differences in their polarizability has a smaller effect on

the alignment at high pulse intensity than at low intensity, due to

the saturation of the excitation.

5.1.2 | The role of rotational constants

The effect the rotational constants have on alignment dynamics was

studied by simulations in which the polarizabilities were fixed to the

values corresponding to CH3Cl for all molecules. The results, shown

in Figure 3, demonstrate that the rotational constants not only

determine the rotational revival times, but also affect the alignment

maxima, which slightly decrease with the size of the halogen atom.

This behavior can be explained by the increase in the number of rota-

tional states having significant Boltzmann populations as the size of

the halogen atom is increased (i.e., the smallest rotational constant is

decreased), see Table 5 below. The differences in the maximal align-

ments are more pronounced for the lower intensity pulse, which

indicates a saturation effect in the alignment with respect to the

laser-pulse intensity, as detailed below in Section 5.2.1. Based on

the results obtained by either fixing the rotational constant or the

polarizability to the same value for all molecules, we can conclude

that these two parameters have an opposite effect to the maximal

alignment with respect to the size of the halogen atom, but the effect

of the polarizability anisotropy dominates, especially at high

intensities.

5.1.3 | Sensitivity to the accuracy of molecular
parameters

In this section, we present our results on the effects of

molecular parameter accuracy on the laser-induced rotational

alignment. Tables 1 and 2 contain the equilibrium molecular

parameters of CH3F and CH3Cl computed at different levels of

electronic-structure theory utilizing various basis sets, while

Table 3 contains the A0 and B0 parameters. Figure 4 shows the

laser-induced rotational alignment of CH3F and CH3Cl obtained

with parameters computed at the best, aug-cc-pwCVQZ CCSD(T),

level and at the much less expensive aug-cc-pV5Z B3LYP level.

The alignment dynamics obtained with the A0 and B0 rotational

constants almost coincides with the related B3LYP curve. This is

due to the fact that B0 is very close to Be,a5ZB3LYP. This agreement

is only a coincidence, as Ae,a5ZB3LYP is closer to Ae,awcQZ CCSD Tð Þ than to

A0. The maximal alignments obtained with the different parameter

sets are very similar to each other but the revivals are drifting

F IGURE 2 Testing the effect of polarizability anisotropy on laser-induced rotational alignment, by setting the rotational constant to the
corresponding value of CH3F for all four molecules. The pulse parameters chosen are as follows: T/K = 5, λ/nm = 800, I=TW cm�2 ¼30 (upper
panel) and 5 (lower panel), FWHM/fs = 100, and the pulse position is 1 ps
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F IGURE 3 Testing the effect of rotational constants on laser-induced rotational alignment. For all molecules, the polarizability is fixed to
values corresponding to CH3Cl. The pulse parameters chosen are as follows: T/K = 5, λ/nm = 800, I=TW cm�2 ¼30 (upper panel) and 5 (lower

panel), FWHM/fs = 100, and the pulse position is 1 ps

TABLE 5 Rotational partition
function Qrot Tð Þð Þ and population of the
J¼0 ground state p J¼0ð Þð Þ at
temperatures of 0 K, 0.1 K, and 5 K

Qrot Tð Þ p J¼0ð Þ

Molecule T = 0 K T = 0.1 K T = 5 K T = 0 K T = 0.1 K T = 5 K

CH3F 2 2.00000 11.18811 1 1.000 0.179

CH3Cl 2 2.00003 20.76103 1 1.000 0.096

CH3Br 2 2.00076 28.31901 1 1.000 0.071

CH3I 2 2.00491 32.62516 1 0.998 0.061

F IGURE 4 Testing the effect of parameter accuracy on the laser-induced rotational alignment of CH3F and CH3Cl. The “B3LYP” and “CCSD
(T)” curves correspond to using equilibrium molecular parameters obtained at the aug-cc-pV5Z B3LYP and aug-cc-pwCVQZ CCSD(T) levels,
respectively (see Tables 1 and 2), while the “vib. avg.” curves, which coincide with the “B3LYP” curves, were obtained using rotational constants
A0 and B0 (see Table 3). The pulse parameters chosen are as follows: T/K = 5, λ/nm = 800, I=TW cm�2 ¼30, FWHM/fs = 100, and the pulse
position is 1 ps
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F IGURE 5 Testing the contribution of the rotational states belonging to each irrep of the D∞ rotational symmetry group to the alignment of
CH3Cl. This is based on the selection rules for the optical pulse, which allow transitions only within a given irrep. The pulse parameters chosen are
as follows: T/K = 5, λ/nm = 800, I=TW cm�2 ¼30, FWHM/fs = 100, and the pulse position is 1 ps

F IGURE 6 Left panel: The maximal alignment as a function of pulse intensity for the CH3X molecules at 5 K. Right panel: Same as left panel,
but the rotational constants are fixed to the CH3F value for all molecules. The pulse parameters chosen are as follows: T/K = 5, λ/nm = 800,
FWHM/fs = 100, and the pulse position is 1 ps

F IGURE 7 The maximal alignment as a function of pulse intensity for the CH3X molecules at 1 K (left panel) and 10 K (right panel). The pulse
parameters chosen are as follows: λ/nm = 800, FWHM/fs = 100, and the pulse position is 1 ps
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F IGURE 8 Alignment and orientation dynamics of the CH3X molecules following a THz-pulse excitation with pulse parameters of T/K = 5,
ν/THz = 0.25, FWHM/fs = 2000, I=TW cm�2 ¼5�10�4, pulse position at 5 ps, and CEP¼ π=2

F IGURE 9 Alignment and orientation dynamics of the CH3X molecules following a THz-pulse excitation with pulse parameters of T/K = 5,
ν/THz = 0.333, FWHM/fs = 2000, I=TW cm�2 ¼5�10�4, pulse position at 5 ps, and CEP¼ π=2
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away with increasing time. This indicates that it is crucial to use

very accurate rotational constants in LIMAO simulations. The accu-

racy of the polarizability tensor is less important, because it seems to

have only a minor effect on the alignment and the intensity is not

known very precisely in the experiments.

5.1.4 | The role of symmetry and nuclear spin
statistical weights

The selection rules of the laser-induced rotational transitions are

determined by symmetry.44 The polarizability of the CH3X species

transforms as Σþ, the totally symmetric irreducible representation

(irrep) of the D∞ rotation group. The polarizability transition between

states i and f, belonging to the Γi and Γf irreps, respectively, is allowed

if Σþ ⊆Γf
N

ΣþNΓi ¼Γf
N

Γi. Thus, based on the product table of

the D∞ group,73 the polarizability transitions are only allowed

between states belonging to the same irrep.

In order to study the contribution of the rotational states

belonging to each irrep to the alignment of CH3Cl, we made sim-

ulations where the NSSW was 1 for a single irrep and 0 for the

others. The results can be seen in Figure 5. Rotational states

belonging to the E1, E2, E3 irreps produce revivals at every nTrev

n�ℕð Þ, while Σþ and Σ� have revivals at every nþ1=2ð ÞTrev, as well,

but these cancel each other out when all irreps are included in the

simulation.

F IGURE 10 Effect of THz pulse parameters on the orientation of CH3F. The frequency νð Þ, intensity Ið Þ, and FWHM was varied, keeping the
total pulse energy, I�FWHM constant. T/K = 5 and CEP¼ π=2 were used for all panels. The other pulse parameters of the top panel:
FWHM = 2 ps, I¼5�10�4 TW cm�2, pulse position was 5 ps; middle panel: FWHM = 10 ps, I¼1�10�4 TW cm�2, pulse position was 25 ps;
bottom panel: FWHM = 20ps, I¼5�10�5 TW cm�2, pulse position was 40ps
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5.2 | The role of experimental parameters

5.2.1 | Pulse energy

For the sake of completeness, we briefly discuss the effect of experimen-

tal parameters on the alignment of CH3X molecules. Figure 6 shows the

maximal alignment as a function of the pulse intensity between 1 and

30 TW cm�2 at 5 K. The CH3F molecule clearly stands out (as also

apparent from the previous sections), because it has a linear response in

this intensity range, while the behavior of the other three molecules are

nonlinear, similar in shape, and produce a saturation-type curve.

The question is whether this saturation-type behavior is a conse-

quence of the different Boltzmann populations or the different polar-

izabilities. Repeating the above calculation while fixing the rotational

constants of all molecules to that of the CH3F value (see the right

panel of Figure 6) resulted in a roughly similar plot.

5.2.2 | Temperature

As the atomic weight of the halogen atom and the rC�X carbon-

halogen bond length increase from F to I, the moments of inertia

along the axes perpendicular to the C X bond increase, as well. This

results in the decrease of the respective rotational constants, leading

to an increased density of rotational states. Therefore, at finite

temperatures the number of rotational states with non-negligible

Boltzmann population will increase in succession from F to I, which is

reflected in the values of the rotational partition functions.

Indeed, as summarized in Table 5, the value of Qrot Tð Þ increases
and the population of the J¼0 state decreases when the atomic

weight of X (from F to I) increases, that is, the heavier the substituent,

the more care is needed to account for all populated rotational states.

With more rotational states having non-negligible Boltzmann popula-

tion, a more pronounced effect of thermal averaging on the alignment

dynamics should be expected, resulting in lower maximal alignment.

Figure 7 shows the maximal alignment as a function of the pulse

intensity between 1 and 30TWcm�2 at 1 K and 10 K. The 10 K case

exhibits somewhat lower alignment values than those of Figure 6,

corresponding to 5 K, while for 1 K, the alignment is higher and the

saturation starts at lower intensities.

6 | SINGLE-THZ-PULSE ALIGNMENT AND
ORIENTATION

In this section, the rotational dynamics of the CH3X species is investi-

gated when the molecules are excited by a single intense THz pulse,

causing non-adiabatic A&O dynamics. Similar to the case of the opti-

cal pulse, we study the effect of molecular parameters and the sensi-

tivity of A&O to the accuracy of these parameters. The effects of the

F IGURE 11 Testing the effect of the molecular parameters on the orientation of the CH3X molecules for a ν=THz¼0:25 (upper panel) and a
0.333 (lower panel) pulse. The polarizability was set to zero and the dipole moment was 2 D for all molecules. Pulse parameters: T/K = 5,
FWHM/fs = 2000, pulse position is 5 ps, I=TW cm�2 ¼5�10�4, CEP¼ π=2
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pulse parameters are investigated, as well, during which the regime of

adiabatic A&O dynamics is also explored.

6.1 | The role of pulse parameters, adiabatic and
non-adiabatic regimes

The first set of pulse parameters used in our simulations reflect realis-

tic values available at the ELI-ALPS institute28: ν¼0:333 THz (equiva-

lent to 11.1 cm�1 wavenumber) or 0.25THz (equivalent to 8.3 cm�1

wavenumber), I¼5�10�4 TW cm�2, FWHM¼2000 fs, and

CEP¼ π=2, where CEP stands for carrier envelope phase. In the case

of THz pulses, the field-dipole interaction becomes dominant, because

the polarizability interaction is proportional to the square of the elec-

tric field and the intensity is much lower than it was for the optical

pulses. Furthermore, contrary to the optical-pulse case, the electric-

field oscillation is slow enough for the field-dipole interaction not to

average out to zero on the rotational timescale (cycle averaging can-

not be used), which can lead to orientation in addition to alignment.

As presented in Figures 8 and 9, such THz pulses can produce signifi-

cant alignment and orientation for CH3F, with smaller effect for the

other molecules. The order of maximal orientation and alignment is

CH3F>CH3Cl >CH3Br >CH3I. In accordance with Section 2, the align-

ment revivals are alternating and have the same time period as in the

single-optical pulse case, while the orientation revivals do not alter-

nate and occur twice as seldom.

The maximal alignment and orientation is larger for the 0.25 THz

pulse than for the 0.333 THz pulse, because the photon energy of the

former is closer to the rotational transitions determined by the Be

rotational constants (see Table 3).

The adiabatic regime of the A&O dynamics was also studied by vary-

ing the THz pulse parameters. We chose CH3F for this investigation,

because the other molecules would provide much smaller adiabatic A&O.

Non-adiabatic alignment or orientation is observed when the laser pulse is

turned on (and/or off) much faster than the rotational period(s). In this

case, the molecule shows time-dependent revivals under field-free condi-

tions, long after the laser pulse disappeared. In the case of adiabatic align-

ment or orientation, the laser pulse is turned on (and off) much slower than

the rotational period(s). In this case, the spatial order of the molecules

exists only during the pulse. Figure 10 shows how the orientation for

CH3F is affected by the frequency, duration, and intensity of the pulse.

The intensity and the duration of the pulse were varied such that I�
FWHM was kept constant. The tested frequencies are 0.5, 0.25, and

0.167THz, the intensity values are 5�10�4, 1�10�4, and

5�10�5 TW cm�2, while 2, 10, and 20 ps are used for the FWHM.

One can see that the FWHM = 2 ps case is clearly non-adiabatic,

because the pulse is much shorter than the characteristic timescale of

rotational motion, but for the cases of FWHM = 10 and 20ps, we are

F IGURE 12 Testing the effect of parameter accuracy on the alignment and orientation of CH3F and CH3Cl. The upper and lower panels
show the alignment and orientation, respectively. The “B3LYP” and “CCSD(T)” curves correspond to using equilibrium molecular parameters
obtained at the aug-cc-pV5Z B3LYP and aug-cc-pwCVQZ CCSD(T) levels (see Tables 1 and 2), while the “vib. avg.” curve (which accidentally
coincides with the “B3LYP” curve) was obtained using and A0 and B0 rotational constants, and μ0 dipole moment (see Table 3). The pulse
parameters chosen are as follows: T=K¼5, ν=THz¼0:25, FWHM/fs = 2000, pulse position at 5 ps, I=TW cm�2 ¼5�10�4, and CEP¼ π=2
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approaching the adiabatic regime, though the maximal orientation sig-

nificantly decreases (note that the range of the vertical axis is only

[�0:5, 0.5]). In this case, the molecular orientation follows the oscilla-

tion of the electric field during the pulse, but revivals are still present

after the pulse, so the situation is not completely adiabatic. Out of the

curves shown in Figure 10, the ν¼0:25 THz and FWHM = 10 ps case

is the closest to the adiabatic situation, but the achieved orientation is

only moderate. The maximal orientation decreases if the frequency is

increased, because the frequency is moved further from the rotational

transitions, so the excitation decreases. Figure 10 demonstrates that

for a given frequency, increasing the pulse duration also decreases the

orientation and the degree of excitation, because the bandwidth of

the pulse becomes narrower, and less resonant with the rotational

transitions.

6.2 | The role of molecular parameters

6.2.1 | Rotational constants, dipole moment, and
polarizability

The computations summarized in Figures 8 and 9were repeated after set-

ting the polarizabilities to zero for all four molecules, which did not change

the results within numerical error. Therefore, the polarizability interaction

with the field is negligible in this situation, as expected at such low field

intensity. To clarify the different THz pulse-induced rotational behavior of

the CH3X species and the role of the rotational constants, simulationswith

zero polarizability and an equal dipole of 2 D for all molecules were carried

out. (in fact, the dipole moment is quite similar for all molecules, between

1.7–1.9 D). As can be seen in Figure 11, changes in the orientation with

respect to changing the halogen atom are nearly the same as in Figures 8

and 9; therefore, it is understood that the rotational constants are respon-

sible for the different molecular behavior. If the size of the halogen is

increased,more rotational stateswill be populated at a given finite temper-

ature, which decreases the maximal orientation. Furthermore, increasing

the size of the halogen decreases the transition frequency between the

rotational states, so the transition frequencies are further away from the

central frequency of the pulse, which decreases the degree of excitation.

The computations summarized in Figures 8 and 9 were repeated

after setting the rotational constant to the CH3F value for all molecules,

resulting in nearly identical orientation for all the molecules. This con-

firms that the rotational constants determine the orientation in this situa-

tion, that is, when the molecules have similar permanent dipole

moments.

6.2.2 | Sensitivity to the accuracy of molecular
parameters

Figure 12 shows the A&O dynamics of CH3F and CH3Cl, obtained

with parameters computed either at the highest, aug-cc-pwCVQZ

CCSD(T) level or the much less expensive aug-cc-pV5Z B3LYP level,

F IGURE 13 Role of symmetry in the A&O dynamics of CH3F (see text for details). Pulse parameters: T/K = 5, ν=THz¼0:25, FWHM/
fs = 2000, pulse position is 5 ps, I=TW cm�2 ¼5�10�4, and CEP¼ π=2
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and also with using A0, B0, and μ0 instead of the equilibrium values.

Similarly to the case of the optical pulse, the results obtained with the

vibrationally averaged parameters and with the aug-cc-pV5Z B3LYP

equilibrium parameters coincide.

One can observe from Figure 12 that the revivals computed with

the different parameter sets are not only drifting away with increasing

time, but the maximal orientation is very different. This further

emphasizes the need to use accurate rotational constants to obtain

accurate orientation information.

6.2.3 | The role of symmetry and nuclear-spin-
statistical weights

To complete the picture, we analyzed the role of symmetry for the

THz pulse, as well. The dipole moment of CH3X transforms as the Σ�

irrep of the D∞ rotational group. This determines the dipole transition

selection rules: the transition between states i and f, belonging to the

Γi and Γf irreps, respectively, is allowed if Σþ ⊆Γf
N

Σ�NΓi , that is,

the direct product contains the total symmetric irrep. Thus, the

allowed transitions are the following: Σþ $Σ�, E1 $ E1, E2 $ E2, and

E3 $ E3. In order to study how transitions with different symmetry

contribute to the A&O dynamics of CH3F, we made separate simula-

tions for the subsets of irreps interconnected by the dipole interaction

(see Figure 13), where the NSSW of the given subset was 1, and all

the others 0. These subsets are Σþ,Σ�f g, E1f g, E2f g, E3f g. The A&O

curves are quite similar in each case, except for slight differences in

the E2f g curve toward the end of each revival. Contrary to the optical

pulse scenario (see Figure 5), no new revivals appear in Figure 13 with

respect to Figure 8.

7 | SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The laser-induced alignment and orientation (A&O) dynamics of the

prolate symmetric-top CH3X (X = F, Cl, Br and I) molecules were

investigated using standard quantum-chemistry software and the in-

house LIMAO40 code. The molecular parameters required by LIMAO

for the A&O simulations, that is, the rotational constants, the dipole

moment vectors, and the polarizability tensors, were computed using

different levels of electronic-structure theory and employing a variety

of basis sets. The numerical convergence of the molecular parameters

toward the ultimate complete-basis-set full-configuration-interaction

limit was investigated utilizing the focal-point-analysis (FPA)

approach.59,60 The molecular parameters computed and employed in

the LIMAO simulations correspond to the equilibrium structure.

Table 3 of this paper summarizes our most accurate estimates of

these values. For CH3F and CH3Cl, vibrationally averaged rotational

constants (A0 and B0) and dipoles μ0ð Þ were also determined and uti-

lized in the LIMAO simulations.

The qualitative changes observed in the molecular parameters

computed can be explained straightforwardly and these trends can be

used to understand the effect of halogen substitution on the laser-

induced A&O dynamics. The Be rotational constant decreases in the

F ! Cl ! Br ! I order, that is as the halogen gets heavier. Changes

in Ae upon halogen substitution is much less pronounced and not

monotonic. The dipole moments vary considerably less than the other

molecular properties and it is a non-monotonous function of the

atomic number of the halogen, having a maximum for CH3Cl. Qualita-

tively, the dipole is determined by the partial charges on the carbon

and halogen atoms, which depend on the electronegativity of these

atoms, and the charge separation, which depends on the carbon-

halogen bond length. These two properties show opposite trends with

the increasing size of the halogen, and their effect on the dipole

moment tend to cancel each other out. The polarizability anisotropy,

Δα, which determines the polarizability (field-induced dipole) interac-

tion, increases with the size of the halogen:

ΔαCH3F <ΔαCH3Cl <ΔαCH3Br <ΔαCH3I, with the largest difference found

between X = F and Cl.

Sensitivity of the A&O results on the molecular parameters was

tested extensively, showing that the A&O dynamics are most sensitive

to the accuracy of the rotational constants, especially that of B. Inter-

estingly, the A&O curves obtained using vibrationally averaged rota-

tional constants and dipole moments are very similar to those

resulting from the use of the equilibrium values of these parameters

computed at the inexpensive aug-cc-pV5Z B3LYP level. Using equilib-

rium molecular parameters obtained at the most sophisticated, aug-

cc-pwCVQZ CCSD(T) level, results in slightly different A&O dynamics.

This can be explained by the fact that, coincidentally, B0 and

Be,a5ZB3LYP happen to be very close to each other, while

Be,awcQZ CCSD Tð Þ is a bit different from both of them. This relationship

does not characterize the A rotational constants.

Our systematic computations demonstrate that a short and

intense optical laser pulse, with a chosen wavelength of 800 nm, can

be used to achieve non-adiabatic alignment, whereby the molecule

interacts with the electric field through its polarizability. The time

between the alternating alignment revivals (half revivals),

Trev ¼1= 4cBeð Þ, is inversely proportional to the rotational constant;

therefore, it increases with the size of the halogen. The maximal align-

ment is much smaller for CH3F than for the other molecules. The max-

imal alignment for CH3F depends linearly on the pulse intensity, at

least in the interval studied, while the other three molecules show a

saturation-type behavior. The maximal alignment decreases if the

rotational constant is decreased, but increases with increased polariz-

ability anisotropy. For the CH3X molecules, the latter effect domi-

nates, especially at large pulse intensities, resulting in much greater

alignment for CH3Cl, CH3Br, and CH3I than for CH3F. This behavior

reflects the polarizability anisotropy of the four molecules. The contri-

bution of the rotational states with different symmetry, weighed by

their nuclear spin statistical weights (NSSW), was determined, demon-

strating that certain alignment revivals cancel each other out in the

averaged signal. Increasing the temperature decreases the maximal

alignment, as expected.

Short and intense THz laser pulses can cause non-adiabatic orien-

tation (and alignment) in the sample, with the time between the orien-

tation revivals being twice as long as for the alignment. The field-
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dipole interaction is the dominant one in the case of THz pulses, and

the interaction due to the polarizability of the systems can be

neglected. The frequency of the THz pulses is in the range of the rota-

tional transitions; however, for few-cycle pulses the central frequency

does not have to be resonant with a specific transition for achieving

A&O. Due to the short duration of the pulse, the bandwidth covers

several rotational transitions. We investigated the orientation of the

CH3X molecules induced by experimentally feasible, intense few-cycle

THz pulses with ν¼0:25 THz (equivalent to 8.3 cm�1) and 0.333THz

(equivalent to 11.1 cm�1) frequency and having a full width at half

maximum of 2 ps. For these pulses, the maximal orientation decreases

with the size of the halogen; thus, contrary to the case of the optical

pulse, CH3F has the largest maximal A&O among the four molecules.

The rotational constants determine the time between the revivals, similar

to the optical-pulse case, but it is again the rotational constant which

mainly determines the maximal orientation, as the CH3X molecules have

similar dipole moments. If the rotational constants are decreased, that is,

the size of the halogen is increased, more states will be populated at a

given finite temperature, which lowers the maximal orientation. The transi-

tion frequency of the rotational transitions also decreases with decreasing

rotational constants, leading to a smaller overlap between the bandwidth

of the laser pulse and the rotational transitions (note that the rotational

transitions of the CH3X molecules relevant in the A&O dynamics simula-

tions of this study are mostly smaller than the THz photon energies). In

the case of CH3F, we also studied the (nearly) adiabatic regime of the

THz-pulse-induced A&O, showing much lower A&O than in the non-

adiabatic case. A detailed investigation of the relation between the laser-

induced rotational populations and the resulting A&O dynamics is planned

in a future work.
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